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Boise City Schools
Boise City, Oklahoma
PO Box 1116
Phone: (580) 544-3111
Fax: (580) 544-2972
Website: boisecity.k12.ok.us
School Population: 470
Brittney Renee Baker

Brittney,
These last 17 years have passed so fast! You have grown into a strong, beautiful person, full of determination and grace. You have faced challenges and successfully overcome obstacles throughout your journey. As you decide upon your future, remember that you have the tenacity and continual support from your family for encouragement in achieving your upcoming endeavors. We cherish you and we are very proud of the person you have become!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Matt, and Chandler

Dusty Mitchell Bell

Dusty,
We’re all glad you’ve been in our class these past years. We hope you achieve your dreams, and good luck in the future.

Seniors of 2001

Chantry Wayne Davis

Chantry,
We have been greatly blessed by your presence in our class. You’ve made us laugh, and we wish you the best of luck in all that you do.

Seniors of 2001
Jodie Michelle Desbiens

Jodie,
We are so very proud of you. We know that if you use the gifts God has given you, you will succeed.
BE THE BEST YOU CAN BE!
Love, Mom, Dad, Janet, Darin, Jackson & Olivia, Will, Doug, Nick, Jill & Jeff, and Paul

Christy Ann Flick

Christy-
Good luck in the years to come. Follow your dreams and set your goals high, for the sky is not your limit.

Seniors of 2001

John Osbern Freeman

John,
You have been a great friend to many of us, and we wish you the best of luck.

Kayla DeAnn Gilbert

Kayla,
We are glad you joined our class, and we wish you the best in all your future activities.
Seniors of 2001

Krista Noel Gillespie

Kris-
You are the BEST Christmas gift we have EVER gotten! You brought laughter and joy into our hearts at a very difficult time. We are so proud of the young woman you have become. Remember Proverbs 3:6 “In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He will direct your path!”
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Cara, Kathy, and Miles

Cody Blaine Goodwin

Blaine,
The first time I saw you and held you in my arms, I fell completely in love with you. We have come a long way from “Mom, where’s my yellow blanket with the flowers on it.....” to “Hey Mom, do you want to buy me some new tires for my pickup?” I’m so proud of the you’ve overcome all of the obstacles put in your way over the last three years.
I love you! Mum
Justin Wayne Green

Justin-  
Well, you finally made it!! Won't it be great- Now you can watch TV after 10 P.M., stay out as late as you want, and you won't have to answer to Mom. I hope you will always do good in whatever you do! I'll miss you Justin. 
Love you!  
Mom  
P.S. You don't have to put up with the Principals now!

Eleazar Robert Grimaldo

Ele-  
Congratulations!!!! We are very proud of you!! We love you allot!  
Love,  
Mom, Mark, Kris, and Jess

Andy Ray Hegwood

Andy-  
We are so proud of you and everything you have accomplished. You started running with Dad at the age of eight. We know he is as proud of you as we are with how well you have done. We will always be here for you, set your goals high, and SOAR!  
Love,  
Mom and Travis
Anthony Hernandez

Tony-
You've been a great friend to all of us, and we wish you the best of luck in the future. Work hard to achieve your goals.
Seniors of 2001

Michael Troy Hiner

Michael,
Congratulations! It's been fun having you in our class, and we hope all goes well in your future.
Seniors of 2001

Crissy Lyn Holloway

Crissy-
Remember when you were in Kindergarten and you got a T-shirt that read Class of 2001? That seemed so far away, but that time is here. We've watched you grow from a baby into a beautiful young lady. We're so very proud of you and love you so much. God bless and keep you always!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Cody
Katie Helen Jones
September 2, 1982. IT'S A GIRL!!!!!
You've grown into a beautiful young lady. Intelligent, compassionate and loving, worthy of the wings of an angel. The future has much to offer you, for you have the hunger, and the desire to reach for the stars and accomplish your dreams. We are very proud of you and all your accomplishments. We love you and know that you will go far! Thank you for the blessing you bestowed upon us, just being our daughter!
Mom and David

Colt Anderson Kerr

Colt,
We are glad you joined our class this year, it wouldn't be the same without you. Good luck in everything you do.
Seniors of 2001

Tara Jean Loyd

Tara-
We are so lucky to have you in our lives. We love you and are very proud of you and your accomplishments. You have the will and drive to achieve anything you desire. We will be here for you forever!
Love
Mom, Dad, and Chase
Lauren Paige McReynolds

Lauren,
We are very proud of all that you have accomplished. We believe that you have gotten all out of your education you possibly could. You have pushed yourself both in school and out. Set your goals and push yourself to achieve them.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Matthew 28:19-20

Kevin Brian Meister

Dear Kevin,
Well Congratulations!! I don’t know where the years have gone, but you did it! I am so very proud of you. I know it has been tough a few times, but thanks for hanging in there. My love and prayers go with you what ever road you decide to take and remember I will always be here for you.
Luv always
Mom

Christopher Shawn Olson

Chris,
We have had many fun times with you in our class. We hope you excell in life, and achieve your dreams!!
Seniors of 2001
Corey Dee Ottinger

Corey,
You’ve made us laugh in hard times, and are always willing to lend a hand. We hope you do well in the future!
Seniors of 2001

John Michael Peterson

Dear John-
As we look at your life to date it is impossible to use adjectives such as average, regular, or “status quo” (you are anything but.....). We can only hope that you will continue to develop your gifts for the benefit of yourself and others around you! We look forward to the amazing fulfillment of your unique life!
With all our love,
Mom, Grandpa and Grandma Wilson
Anastacio "Tacho" Reyes

Tacho-
We hope that your future plans can help you achieve all your dreams. Good luck!
Seniors of 2001

Jentre Janae Richardson

Jentre-
Words could never explain how much you mean to us. The word Proud would be an understatement. We are grateful that you are not only our daughter, but our friend. We did not deserve such a wonderful gift from God. Now it is time to venture out on your own. We are confident that you will continue to succeed academically and will achieve your ultimate goal of becoming a lawyer. May life hold many wonderful things in the future for you and may you be happy forever!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Matthew James Robinson

Matthew,
Your name means "Gift of God" and we are thankful for having you. You are very strong-willed and independent; these are two traits that can be assets in life. We love you. We always have and we always will. Be Happy!
Mom, Dad, Joseph, Jonathan and Mark
John Matthew Rosebery

Dear Matt,
Excelsior! Here's hoping you mold your dreams into suitable reality. You have a keen sense of fairness, compassion, and humor, and a questioning intelligence that should be the basis for a lifetime of learning. Your talents will be providing you with many options and opportunities, so enjoy! It's been a great joy "sharin' space" with you and you'll be missed mightily.
Mom and Dad

Camille Marie Torris

Dear Camille,
We have enjoyed hosting you and we wish you all of the very best in life. You are a beautiful, intelligent young woman and you have enriched our lives tremendously. We hope you have wonderful memories of Boise City and the United States and we welcome your family anytime.
The Boise City Rotary Club
Terri Weaver, President

Leticia Lynn Trevino

Leticia-
The past years have been great. We hope that you reach your goals and accomplish all you want in life.
Seniors of 2001
Stacy Lynn Wade

Stacy,
We are proud of you and all your accomplishments. Always believe in yourself and your dreams will come true.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Clinton Thomas Walker

Clinton -
You have grown and matured into a remarkable young man. We are going to miss you greatly, but we know you -- WILL -- achieve so many goals, and you will be able to stand up and make us Proud.
May God Bless and Keep you always!!!!
Mom and Dad

CLASS OF 2001
Class Favorites
Jodie Desbiens
And
Clinton Walker

Class Officers
President: Jodie
Vice President: Tara
Treasurer: Brittney
Secretary: Lauren
Stuco Reps: Krista
and Anthony

Santa Clause??--No it's just
John.....

1-877-SAFE CALL???

It wasn't me!! You can't
prove anything!!!
Comical Characters

John Peterson  Jodie Desbien
Justin Green

Eleazar Gimaldo
Krystal Henley

Chill’n Chatters

Matt Robinson
Krista Gillespie

Prized Personalities

Evil Kneivals

Sensational Superiors

Skyler Freeman  Kevin Meister

Aspiring Athletes

Doug Daffern  Mendi White

Scott Lathrop  Jackie Tooley
Clay Crabtree
Are you a little big for that?

A few of the Senior Guys......

Football Homecoming

2000-2001

Freshman Candidate:
Carol Wilson
Escort: Colt Kerr

Sophomore Candidate:
Cassie Parker
Escorts: Jimmy Serna
Eleazar Grimaldo

Junior Candidate: Kambri Smith
Escorts: Anthony Hernandez
Dusty Bell
Football
Homecoming
Sweet Heart &
Queen
1999-2000

Brittney Baker
Crowning Captain:
Clinton Walker

Attendants: Clay Burgess
& Tera Haris
Escorts: Josh Brown
Corey Ottinger

Sweet Heart

Queen

Krista Gillespie

Senior Fav's

Clint & Jodie
Class of

Class Officers

President: Jennifer
Vice President: Jeff
Secretary: Bridgett
Treasurer: Cassy
Stuco Reps: Matt & Leticia
2002

Class Favorites
Jackie & Cody

BOISE CITY
HIGH SCHOOL
HOME OF THE
WILDCATS
Basketball
Homecoming
2001

King and
Queen

Matt Rosebery
Krista Gillespie

Attendants:
Sarah Otto
Conner Karpe
Hanging Of The Green
Ceremony
Mr & Miss BCHS

Krista Gillespie & Eleazar Grimaldo
Class Officers

President: Taylor
Vice President: Rachelle
Secretary: Jenna
Treasurer: Jade
Stuco Reps: Andrew and Carol
Class Favorites
Scott and Carol

Class of 2004
Seniors
FUNFEST CHAMPS!!!

Times To Remember
Pick yourself up and try again!!! Rachelle

Eat it up!

Mlss Mess

Do I have something on my face?

Matt and Jodie

The Sophomores go Surfing!!!

Disco Dusty

Senior Inntube Relays

Crissy, Justin, and Corey

Blaine, Ele, Justin & Jodie bustin some moves!
Red Ribbon Week 2000-2001

Stay drug free

Trooper Boyd Perry lends an arm, showing the strength of the drug dog.

Trooper Tracy Brown speaks to the High School students about the importance of the seat belt.
Lauren McReynolds
October

Jentre Richardson
Rotary Students
2000-2001

Jodie Desbien
November

September

February

Tara Loyd
March

Brittney Baker
April

Krista Gillespie

Clinton Walker

Katie Jones
practice  
champion  
sweat  
teamwork  
focused  
trophy  
competition  
participation
Top Row (left to right): Jason Montgomery, Eric Rosas, Levi Schuette, Tyler Baird, Haden Tooley, Miguel Hernandez, Chance Gore, Chase Lloyd, Josh Richardson, Matt Daflern, Bottom Row (left to right): Travis Baird, Justin Clark, Jared Montgomery, Josh Armstrong, Ramon Martinez, Todd Broadus, Josh Bass, KC Baldonado, Denton Turner, Jose Rodriguez. Not pictured are Coach Daflern and Coach Kerr. Their record was 7-1.
High School Boys Basketball
Coach: Chuck Karpe
High School Girls Basketball
Coach: Leland Williams
Pictured left to right is: (back row) Brittany Carey, Myka Robinson, Briana Oyler, Jackie Tooley, Krista Gillespie, Kyle Schumacher, Carol Wilson,Brittney Baker, Krystle Henley, (middle row) Stacy Wade, Natalie Weaver, Cassie Parker, Laticia Trevino, Tara Loyd, Rachelle Thrall, Jessica Wiggins, (bottom row) Coach Loyd, Jenna Albus, Joella Ramirez, Trent Richardson, Erica Carrasco, Coach Williams
Cross Country:
Jeff Clark
Cassy Bocock
Jonathan Henley
Lauren McReynolds
Andy Hegwood

Junior High Cross Country:
Coach Curt Janko
Dustin Kincannon
Tavis Hallmark
Rueben Bocock

Football:
[Image of football team]
4 Time All-State Academic Champs.
Junior High
Track
Baseball

Golf
Adam James
Clinton Walker
Taylor James
Casey Cochran
Dustin Schwindt
Baldomar Rosas
Chance Reynolds
Kevin Ottinger

Weightlifting
Cross Country

Boys Basketball

Weightlifting

Boys Track

Golf

Baseball

Girls Basketball

Cheerleaders

Girls Track

Softball
Pictured above are the students that participated in a sport, and lettered.

Top from right: Carol Wilson, Jade Bell, Laci Bevans, Jackie Tookey, Kylie Schumacher, Brittney Baker, Cassie Parker, Jenna Albus, Natalie Weaver, Beau James.
Bottom from right: Amanda Manske, Taylor James, Rachelle Thrall, Casey Cochran, Lauren McReynolds, Devin Brakhage, Briana Oyler, Scott Lathrop, Meagan Hiner, Cody Wilson, Krista Gillespie, and Daniel Lay.
Cody Wilson, President; Jeff Spake, Vice President; Jared Williams, Secretary; Devin Brakhage, Treasurer; Nathan Johnson; Reporter, and Dusty Schwindt; Sentinel.

Daisy Risley, Rachelle Thrall, Carol Wilson, Nathan Johnson, Caleb Manske, Matt Robinson, Kevin Meister, Corey Ottinger, Jared Williams, Jeff Spake, Michael Overstreet, Cody Wilson, Justin Green, Dusty Schwindt, Devin Brakeage, and Mr. Spake, Advisor.
Katie Jones, President; Christy Schwindt, Vice President; Celeste Cayton, Secretary; Christina Rodriguez, Historian; Andrea Boatwright, Reporter; Chris Olson, Student Council Rep.; Laci Bevans, Student Council Rep; and Jade Bell, Parliamentarian.

Chris Olson, Celeste Cayton, Vickie Sauzaedo, Melissa Martinez, Tina Gonzales, Yolanda Rosas, Daisy Risley, Erica Carrasco, Jessica Wiggins, Katie Jones, Christina Rodriguez, Joella Ramirez, Kris Gonzalez, Laci Bevans, Jade Bell, and Andrea Boatwright.
The new members of NHS are Beau James, Meagan Hiner, Amanda Manske, Nathan George, Cassie Parker, Clay Crabtree, Sarah Odell, Briana Oyler, Andy Hegwood, and Natalie Trevino.

Members of OHS are Krista Gillespie, Jackie Tooley, Beau James, Lance DeSpain, Tara Loyd, Lauren McReynolds, Cassie Bocock, Natalie Weaver, Jodie Desbien, and Jentre Richardson.

Members of the National Honor Society are: Cody Wilson, Nathan Johnson, Lance DeSpain, Chris Olson, Nathan George, Beau James, Brittney Baker, Amanda Manske, Aaron Walker, Leticia Vaughn, Katie Jones, Cassie Parker, Tara Loyd, Jackie Tooley, Krista Gillespie, Clinton Walker, Lauren McReynolds, Cassie Bocock, Clay Crabtree, Bridgett Mizer, Natalie Trevino, Jennifer Weaver, Sarah Odell, Melissa Barco, Briana Oyler, Jodie Desbien, Jentre Richardson, Meagan Hiner, Andy Hegwood, Tia Kincannon, and Myka Robinson.
Malissa Wood, Nathan George, Mr. Shelton, Matt Rosebery, Andrew Randolph, Sarah Odell, Jade Bell, Leticia Trevino, Natalie Trevino, Kylee Schumacher, and Casey Cochran.

Jeff Clark, Reporter; Aaron Walker, Vice President; Brittnay Baker, Tressurer; Jodie Desbien, Secretary; Lauren McReynolds, President; Jentre Richardson, President.
Matt Robinson, Dusty Bell, Corey Ottinger, Anthony Hernandez, Dusty Schwindt, Kevin Meister, Blaine Goodwin, Taco Reyes, Baldomar Rosas, and Chip Campbell, advisor.

Matt Robinson, Parliamentarian; Blaine Goodwin, Stucco Rep; Corey Ottinger, Vice President; Anthony Hernandez, President, Kevin Meister, Student Council Rep; and Michael Hiner, (not pictured) Treasurer.

District Vica Winners; Michael Hiner, (not pictured) 1st Corey Ottinger, 2nd, and Kevin Meister, 2nd.
Jonathon Henley, Jesus Corrasco, Nathan George, Larry Rosas, Matt Rosebery, Andrew Randolph, Matt Randell, Daniel Lay, Jeremy MacDougal, Scott Lathrop, Kaele Alvarez, Kayla Gilbert, Leticia Trevino, Dustin Kincannon, Mr. Odell, Advisor, Tim Alba. Laci Bevans, Jillian Prather, Brenda Weaver, Cassie Parker, Sarah Odell, Natalie Weaver, Lanore Stahhope, Jennifer Gonzalez, Jennifer Weaver, Catherine Biaggi, Tavis Hallmark, Laura Torres, Josh Armstrong, Kathy Gillespie, and Myka Robinson.
Quiz Bowl

Brady Dixon, Melissa Barco, Katie Jones, Krista Walker, Natale Weaver, Chris Olson, Matt Rosebery, and Andrew Randolph.

Math Club
Melissa Barco, Cassy Bocock, Vice President Jeff Clark, Jodie Desbien, Lance DeSpain, Andy Hegwood, Bridgett Mizer, Myka Robinson, Jackie Tooley, Jennifer Weaver, Camille Torres, Brittney Baker, Secretary Lauren McReynolds, Clinton Walker, Chris Olson, President Tara Loyd, Treasurer Stacy Wade.

Science Club
Dusty Bell, Jodie Desbien Secretary, Treasurer, and Reporter, Krista Gillespie, Andy Hegwood, Katie Jones Vice President, Tara Loyd StuCo, Chris Olson President, Matt Rosebery, Stacy Wade, Clinton Walker, and Sponsor Susan Spake.
First Grade

Taylor Crawford
Morgan Biaggi
Monty Bell
Zacarias Esparza
Wyatt Derrick
Enrique Cueto
Giezi Flores
Jordan Ferguson
Yudi Martinez
First Grade

Kendra Pruitt
Samantha Prather
Arista Thompson
Kayla Mizer
Miguel Robles
Kelsey Turner
Austin Randell
Emily Town
Tancy Williams

ABC
Jonathan Aguilar
Joshua Aguilar
Chase Burgess
Clinton Christian

Lauren Crews
Cody Elliot
Kara George
Bo Gibson

Meagan Green
Eunice Hernandez
Ruby Hernandez
Dagan James

Danya Janko
Shawn Keith

Second
Grade

April Layton
Luz Martinez
Alejandra Morales
Tyler Ogle

Justin Payne
Destin Powers
Ty Pruitt
David Ramirez

Maria Rodriguez
Aaron Scheller
Tiffany Schuette
Jeb Sheldor

Eirca Tapia
Clint Tevebaugh
Seth Turner
Ashley Adair
Shaylin Adair
Sydney Barnes
Bonnie Behne

Wendy Esparza
Elvorio Garcia
Reed Gore
Garrett Howell

Lance Karpe
Emily Layton
Lindy Moore
Todd Munsch

Justin Neatherlan
Rachael Odell

Third Grade
Zach Prather
Tony Reyes
Víctor Saucedo
Daniel Scheller

Jesse Shelden
Trey Sparkman
Jackie Thornton
Javier Torres

Kanon White
Laekyn Williams
Lacey Wilson
David Witten

Jacob Wright

Grade 3
Ariel Aguilar   Chauncey Aguilar
Brody Albus     Alicia Behne   Tyrrell Cayton   Calye Cochran
Chandler Daffern    Luis Esparza   Lorenzo Giner   Dalton Hunt   Dausha Janko
Grade 4

Vanessa Karpe  Tyson Kirkendall
Timber Layton  Bradley Ottinger  Milan Patel
Jeremy Richardson  Colby Scheller  Bobbie Stanhope  Clay Tevebaugh  Barbara Weaver
Brittni Crane  Marla Crow  Brett Dunn  Ryan George

Amber Jones  Kalei Kirkendall  Kendra Lee  Sonny Minefee

Jill Spake  Melissa Stanhope  Shelby Terry  Preston Thornton

Zachary Wiggins  Victoria Willett
8th Grade Stars

Tim Alba  Kaele Alvarez  Joshua Armstrong
Mathew Daffern  Andres Espericueta  Kathy Gillespie  Salvador Gonzales  Monica Gonzales
Sergio Martinez  Kassidy Mizer  Jason Montgomery  Jackson Osborn  Shandra Oyler
Kassidi Smith  Lanor Stanhope  Denton Turner  Alisha Wade  Dustin Williams
UnderWater Escape

2000 - 2001 Banquet Prom
Seniors

two thousand one
Brittney Baker
Shaunelle Brown (Leach)
Jodie Desbiens
Christy Flick
Krista Gillespie
Crissy Holloway
Katie Jones
Tara Loyd
Lauren Moreynolds
Jennifer Richardson
Leticia Trevino
Stacy Wade

Flower: Gerber Daisy

Motto: Abnormal people are the only people who have changed the world, because normal people stay normal.

Colors: Black & Silver

Dusty Bell
Chantry Davis
Blaine Goodwin
Joshua Gonzales
Justin Green
Eleazar Grimaldo
Andy Hegwood
Anthony Hernandez
Michael Hiner
Kevin Meister
Christopher Olson
Corey Ottinger
Anastacio Reyes
Matthew Robinson
John Matthew Roseberry
Clinton Walker
Guest Speaker

Mr. Ramsey

Entertainment

Kassidy Smith
Abnormal people are the only people who have ever changed the world, because normal people stay normal.
Seniors

just

HAD TO BE THERE

2001
Beverly Baker
Delvenia Hipp
Chip Campbell
Lois Cayton
Marlene Clark
Dixie Williams
Ed Cruzan
Marsha Cruzan
Doug Daffern
Ethel Davis
Jan Gerald
Leland Williams
Jacque Gillespie
Lala Giner
Jacque Gore
Barbara James
Kim Jenkins
Kelli Wilson
Chuck Kerr
Betty Kincannon
Margaret Kobus
Linda Loyd
David McReynolds
Peggy Wilson
Anita Miller
Gladys Miller
Jennifer Miller
Nora Morales
Dwight Odell
Janice Odell-Carter
Judy Pafford
Kay Prather
Melissa Prather
Pat Ramsey
Sherry Robinson
Doug Shelton
Rita Smith
Jim Spake
Susan Spake
Nancy Stalder
Noreen Stevenson
Lee Sullivan
Lorrie Tevebaugh
Mendi White

WIE
make the difference

86 Faculty
Grade School Principal:
Curtis Janko
Grade School Secretary:
Nancy Loftis

High School Principal:
Chuck Karpe
High School Secretary:
Melinda Robinson

Superintendent of Schools:
Mark Gillespie
Superintendent's Secretary:
Toni Thorton

School Board Members:
Iris Imler
Ronnie Cochran
John Schumacher
Allen Nobles
Bryan Alvarez
R.C. Jenkins
Maintenance

Lupe Torres
Elementary Custodian

No Photo Available

Bus Drivers
Debbie Kincannon,
Jeanie Malone, Paula White,
Cerita Walker, Doe Tooley,
Elwood Moore

Lunch Ladies
Karina Torres
Jeannie Alba
Gerry Sinclair
Sandra Milburn
Good News Books and Flowers
409 East Main
Boise City, OK 73933
(580) 544-3453

Images
Beauty Salon
P.O. Box 1230
24 W. Main
Boise City
Phone (580)-544-2406

The First State Bank of Boise City
Box 1179
Boise City, OK 73933
580-544-2591
580-544-3180 FAX

West Side Laundry
Box 201
Boise City, OK 73933
580-544-2761

Our Customers Preference is our best Reference!
PAM'S VARIETY
23 E. MAIN STREET
BOISE CITY, OK 73933
580-544-2989
TOYS, GIFTS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
AND FABRIC

WEST TEXAS GAS, INC.
115 E. MAIN
BOISE CITY, OK 73933
580-544-2441

“Where you find the best spirits
in Cimarron County”

JM’s Package Store
118 East Main
P.O. Box 8
BOISE CITY, OK 73933
(405) 544-3333

NO MANS LAND
BEEF JERKY

Gene Sizemore, Inc.
1016 E. Main
BOISE CITY, OK 73933

Britt Smith
580-546-7681
Belinda Gardner
580-546-7214

The Finishing Touch
and Ice Cream Parlor
Wallace and Marvel Jones
500 E. Main
405 544-2872
BOISE CITY, OK 73933

Stockmen’s Feed Bunk, Inc.
John Schumacher
Res. 405-426-2491
Dalyhurt, TX 79022
Hey 385 • P.O. Box 600
405-345-1212

JoAnn’s Country Restaurant
611 E. Main
Boise City, OK
Good Home Cooking
Homemade Pies,
Dolls, & Cakes
Daily Specials Served
JoAnn & Harris Patrick—Owners
Phone: (580) 544-3393

Natural Health Center
A Natural Approach to Pain, Colds, Injury,
Morning Sickness, Headaches, Back Pain & more.
4 SW Square, Boise City
580 544-2323
Deb Roseberry, LPN ATC PK—Open Tues., Wed., Thu., Fri.
Dr. Dan Cullum, D.C. — 111 Inman Place, Sublette, KS

Bartlett and Company
Box 10
BOISE CITY, OK
73933
(580) 544-2956
Facsimile: (580) 544-2721
Mobile: (580) 651-2956

Natural Health Center
A Natural Approach to Pain, Colds, Injury,
Morning Sickness, Headaches, Back Pain & more.
4 SW Square, Boise City
580 544-2323
Deb Roseberry, LPN ATC PK—Open Tues., Wed., Thu., Fri.
Dr. Dan Cullum, D.C. — 111 Inman Place, Sublette, KS
BARBARA JAMES

1967 to 2001
35 years of service to education

FOR A SPECIAL TEACHER

You are a teacher who inspires respect and lasting loyalty...
You motivate your students to be all that they can be----
the kindness and the caring you so easily impart are blessings to your students and lessons for the heart.

Boise City Schools
4th Grade

Thank you for your commitment and dedication to the students of Boise City Elementary.
Gas prices soar across Europe. Heavy taxation policies in France and England cause massive protests and transportation blockades. Both governments eventually promise relief.

Floods in Southeast Asia are caused by days of pounding rain. Millions are forced to leave their homes and more than a thousand people die in the region’s worst flooding in decades.

President Clinton travels to Southeast Asia in November to help mend relations between the United States and Vietnam. He is the first U.S. president to visit Vietnam since the end of the war in 1975.

A cable car carrying skiers and snowboarders in Austria catches fire inside a tunnel, killing more than 150 people on board. It is the worst Alpine disaster in the country’s history.

Former KGB agent Vladimir Putin is sworn into office as Russia’s new president in May 2000, succeeding long-time leader Boris Yeltsin. Despite fears of an authoritarian style, Putin’s public approval ratings remain high.

Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic is ousted from office in October, ending 13 years of violent rule. Vojislav Kostunica becomes Yugoslavia’s first democratically elected president.

President Clinton makes a last-ditch effort to broker a Middle East peace deal before his term ends in January 2001 by drafting a plan for leaders of both Israel and Palestine to review. Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak and Palestinian Yasser Arafat agree to review Clinton’s proposal, but no deal is signed before month’s end.

A Singapore Airlines jumbo jet crashes during takeoff in Taiwan, killing 81 of the 179 people on board. In a blinding rainstorm the pilot uses the wrong runway and collides with construction equipment.

Australian street artists called “Strange Fruit” perform gravity-defying feats around the world. The performers float above the audience on 15-foot fiberglass poles.

Canada mourns the death of former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, who served the country for nearly 16 years. Trudeau, who was 80, is remembered for his flamboyant style and his commitment to keeping Canada a single nation.
AIDS reaches epidemic proportions in southern Africa. Leaders and citizens throughout the world conduct a massive educational campaign on World AIDS Day December 1 to teach people about the disease that is killing 6,000 sub-Saharan Africans each day.

Uganda is struck by an occurrence of the deadly Ebola virus that is linked to more than 100 deaths. The outbreak is traced to a Gulu woman who died in September and whose body infected other people during the ritual cleansing of the dead.

In August, the Russian nuclear submarine Kursk sinks to the bottom of the Barents Sea after an unexplained explosion. All 118 crew members are killed.

In January 2001, a 7.9 magnitude earthquake devastates Gujarat in western India. The huge quake causes an estimated $5.5 billion in damages and kills more than 20,000 people.

In August, Somalia elects its first president in nine years. President Abdiqasim Salad Hassan promises to bring peace and economic recovery to the African nation.

Former Coca-Cola executive Vicente Fox, of the National Action Party, is elected president of Mexico in July, ending the Institutional Revolutionary Party's 71-year reign.

More than 150 world leaders meet at the U.N. Millennium Summit in September to discuss war, poverty, disease and other global problems. The meeting is the largest gathering of world leaders in history.

The worst wave of Middle Eastern violence in years erupts between Israelis and Palestinians, leaving more than 350 dead. A visit by Israeli opposition leader Ariel Sharon to a Jerusalem holy site on September 28 is claimed to have sparked the fighting.

In July, an Air France Concorde supersonic jet catches fire and crashes outside Paris, killing 113 people. The crash is blamed on metal debris which punctured the tires and damaged the fuel tanks.

Two hundred North and South Koreans separated from family members since the 1950-1953 Korean war reunite in August. The four-day visits are a goodwill gesture by both countries' leaders, who met for the first time in June.

In August, Somalia elects its first president in nine years. President Abdiqasim Salad Hassan promises to bring peace and economic recovery to the African nation.

Former Coca-Cola executive Vicente Fox, of the National Action Party, is elected president of Mexico in July, ending the Institutional Revolutionary Party's 71-year reign.

More than 150 world leaders meet at the U.N. Millennium Summit in September to discuss war, poverty, disease and other global problems. The meeting is the largest gathering of world leaders in history.

The worst wave of Middle Eastern violence in years erupts between Israelis and Palestinians, leaving more than 350 dead. A visit by Israeli opposition leader Ariel Sharon to a Jerusalem holy site on September 28 is claimed to have sparked the fighting.

In July, an Air France Concorde supersonic jet catches fire and crashes outside Paris, killing 113 people. The crash is blamed on metal debris which punctured the tires and damaged the fuel tanks.
In the worst forest fire season in 50 years, more than 20,000 firefighters battle blazes in the western United States. More than 80 major wildfires burn across 13 states, forcing hundreds of people to leave their homes.

Summer air travelers wait out some of the worst flight delays on record. Bad weather and heavy air traffic cause delays that reach a peak in June, when only 66% of the flights arrive on time.

Illegal downloading and missing computer tapes threaten the security of the Los Alamos nuclear weapons lab in New Mexico. Several workers at the lab are penalized for mishandling nuclear secrets.

The U.S. Senate passes the Permanent Normal Trade Relations bill in September to open up trade between the United States and China. The bill is expected to increase U.S. exports by $13 billion annually.

Firestone initiates the largest tire recall in history after dozens of rollover accidents appear to be caused by faulty treads. At least 148 deaths in the United States are linked to the defective tires, although other problems with sport utility vehicles also are under investigation.

The Women's Museum: An Institute for the Future opens in September in Dallas. The museum profiles 3,000 remarkable American women and features more than 20 interactive exhibits.

Many brands of taco shells and corn chips are pulled from store shelves and restaurants after a consumer group detects traces of genetically modified corn not approved for human consumption.

A wave of Internet startup companies, once the darlings of the online economy, file for bankruptcy after falling short of stockholders' earnings expectations. The NASDAQ stock exchange, where most dot-coms are traded, loses 39% of its value for the year.

Convicted of monopolistic practices in the software industry, Microsoft Corporation is ordered by a federal district judge in June to break into two separate companies. Company chairman Bill Gates files for an appeal.

Millions of Californians go for hours without power in January 2001 as utility companies cut off electrical supply due to low reserves. The crisis, blamed on aging generating plants, deregulation, soaring wholesale prices and debt-ridden utilities, spurs other states to begin devising prevention plans.

The Oklahoma City National Memorial is unveiled in April 2000. The memorial is built to honor the 168 people who died in the 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
In the closest presidential election in more than 100 years, Republican George W. Bush of Texas beats Democrat Al Gore from Tennessee. The race isn't decided until 36 days after the popular election, when Florida's hotly contested 25 electoral votes are awarded to Bush.

Chads, dimpled chads and butterfly ballots become common terms during the election as Florida officials assess voter intent. The confusion generates national discussion for uniform methods of voting.

The U.S. Supreme Court casts the deciding vote in the nation's election. The court ends the Gore-Bush legal battles in Florida by stopping all recounting, an action that effectively gives Bush victory.

In a fiery and highly publicized political battle, Hillary Rodham Clinton beats Republican Rick Lazio decisively to become senator from New York. She is the first first lady to be elected to public office.

In October, the USS Cole is bombed while refueling in Yemen. A number of terrorist groups are suspected of the blast that kills 17 sailors and injures 39.

On election night, several TV networks prematurely declare Al Gore the winner in Florida, only later to reverse themselves. The fiasco confirms many Americans' distrust of polling and early "calling" of elections.

In one of his first duties as President-elect, George W. Bush nominates Colin Powell to be Secretary of State. The four-star Army General becomes the first African-American in history to serve in this role.

The Federal Trade Commission charges the film, recording and video-game industries with marketing violent and adult-rated materials to teens. The entertainment giants are requested to stop the practice or face legal intervention.
In August, a mile-wide patch of open water is spotted at the North Pole, dramatizing concerns about global warming.

Walkie-talkies make a comeback as an economical alternative to cell phones. The new generation talkies come in wild styles and have a range of two or more miles.

New photos of fiery streams of gas that can reach 300,000 miles high may explain why the sun's atmosphere is hotter than its surface.

In July, Stephen King shakes up the publishing world by releasing one of the first online books, *The Plant*. More than 150,000 copies are downloaded the first week at $1 per chapter.

In a Guatemalan jungle, archeologists uncover remains of an ancient Mayan palace. Bigger than two football fields, the palace is one of the largest ever discovered.

Internet appliances that provide surfing and e-mailing capabilities make their way to homes and schools. The devices offer less expensive internet access to consumers without home computers.

In 2000, more than 200 animal species join the Iberian Lynx on the World Conservation Union's List of Threatened Species. Their addition brings the world total to 11,046 plants and animals having threatened status.

FLASH

Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) capable of calendar scheduling, note taking, e-mailing, phoning and Web browsing go mainstream in 2000. Competition among manufacturers heats up with Microsoft, BlackBerry, Palm and other brands vying for shares of the teen and business markets.

Paleontologists identify a new species of dinosaur from fossils found in northern Italy. The 26-foot-long, meat-eating Saltitosaurs is one of the world's oldest dinosaurs, dating back 230 million years.

Scientists are forced to rethink the traditional definitions of a star and planet when 18 massive planet-like bodies that don't revolve around a sun are discovered in the Sigma Orionis cluster.

Final touches are made to the International Space Station for its first residents. American astronaut Bill Shepherd and two Russian cosmonauts live on the space station for four months starting in November.
Wireless devices that send real-time personal messages between users become the latest communication craze. The “instant messages” can be typed, written or spoken, depending on the brand, and devices cost less than $100.

In 2000, both Honda and Toyota launch gas-electric hybrid cars. Operated by a battery-powered electric motor and a gas-run engine, the hybrids get up to 70 miles per gallon on the highway and release minimal emissions.

New Internet domain names are created to lessen the load on the old .com standard. The new names, slated for use in mid-2001, include .info for general use, .biz for businesses, .name for individuals and .pro for professionals.

Scientists complete a rough “map” of the genetic code that makes a person human. The map will aid in the detection and prevention of cancer and other illnesses.

PlanetPortal unveils the WebRemote, a remote built for use with the Internet. Users can surf their favorite sites at the touch of a button instead of keying addresses or scrolling a list of bookmarked pages.

Scientists discover an ancient standing lizard fossil in a German quarry, suggesting that dinosaurs may not have been the first creatures to walk upright.

The Hubble Space Telescope shows never-before-seen details of a “cosmic butterfly,” material ejected by a star in the later stages of its life.

Computer scientists at Brandeis University make a robot that can design and build other robots with minimal help from humans.

Apple Computer unveils its new G4 Cube computer in July. The 8-inch crystalline cube is commended for its small size, high speed, low noise level, touch-sensitive power activation and padless optical mouse.

Amtrak introduces the nation’s first high-speed train in November. The “Acela Express” travels up to 150 miles per hour and runs between Washington, D.C., New York and Boston, with other routes planned for coming years.
A new Web site, Customatix.com, lets users design their own sneakers. Starting from scratch or selecting a prefabricated model, users can pick everything from the colors and styling to the fabric and personalized logo at a cost of $80 to $95 a pair.

American Heritage, among other publishers, releases new dictionaries, capturing the language of our computer-savvy culture. "Dot-com," "netiquette," and "cybersurfing" are among the new entries.

Leather, a synthetic fabric that looks like leather, comes in an array of colors and prints and is popularized by celebrities like singer Christina Aguilera.

MH-18, billed as the first national lifestyle magazine for guys 13 to 18, hits newsstands in August. The Men's Health offshoot covers sports, fitness, school, relationships and issues teenage boys face growing up.

Techno pants, as functional as last year's cargos but with cleaner lines and nylon fabric, are popular with teens. They come in a variety of colors and feature zippered legs and pockets, toggles and nylon drawstrings.

Laser eye surgery becomes an increasingly accepted alternative to eyeglasses and contact lenses as the technology continues to improve.

FLASH

For the first time, females outnumber males in Internet use in the United States, representing 50.4% of the online population in 2000. Teenage girls are the fastest growing user segment.

Designer faceplates become a popular way to personalize cell phones. The decorative attachments come in a variety of designs and colors to match the user's mood or outfit.

The popularity of Apple Computer's translucent berry-colored iMac sparks a wave of similarly colored cell phones, CD players, cameras, irons and other household appliances.

Wordstretch bracelets become a trendy accessory in Hollywood and around the nation. The multi-colored elastic bands come inscribed with "Call me," "I'm overrated," "Snap out of it" and other simple messages designed to spark conversation.
Message T-shirts become fashion statements among teen girls. "Foxy Lady," "Princess" and "Monkey Around" are just a few of the tongue-in-cheek logos that appear on the popular shirts.

High-tech, fold-up metal versions of the old scooter are one of the year's hottest modes of transportation but also a leading cause of injury.

Companies like Estee Lauder, Origins, Hermes and Blistex begin to market products in portable single-use packets. Products include nail polish remover, scented wipes, hair conditioners and moisturizers.

Stick-on crystals and gems become popular fashion accessories for teen girls, accenting the face, neck and shoulders.

Mail-order clothing pioneer Lands' End introduces "scan wear." The technology captures customers' body measurements, and allows users to virtually "try on" clothing when ordering via the Internet.

"Personal TVs" by TiVo and ReplayTV allow users to control live TV by pausing or rewinding and to record their favorite shows without having to set a VCR timer or purchase videotapes.

Teen involved in anti-smoking organizations such as The Truth and Target Market strike back at Big Tobacco for marketing to youth, by launching their own in-your-face advertising campaigns targeting cigarette makers. The print and broadcast ads are sponsored by funds won from tobacco suit settlements.

Chrysler rolls out its 1930s retro car, the PT Cruiser, in spring 2000. The five-door "personal transportation" wagon is a hot seller, beating the popular Volkswagen New Beetle by two to one in the first month. It also wins Motor Trend magazine's 2001 Car of the Year.

By the end of 2000, an estimated 75% of U.S. universities offer courses online and more than 5.8 million students have logged on.

With the 2000 unemployment rate at a low of 4%, college students working as summer interns command wages up to $20 an hour, along with compensation packages, from high-tech and Internet companies.
**2000-2001 ENTERTAINMENT NEWS**

**The Millennium Force**, the world's tallest and fastest roller coaster, opens in May 2000 at the Cedar Point amusement park in Sandusky, Ohio. The ride has a 300-foot drop and travels up to 92 miles per hour.

**A new computer video game called** "The Sims," which simulates the life of a suburban family, develops a fanatical following with teens. Players create the characters and guide them through building a house, furnishing it, finding a career and running a family in their pursuit of happiness.

**Jim Carrey stirs up trouble in the** town of Whoville in an adaptation of the Dr. Seuss classic, **How the Grinch Stole Christmas**. The Grinch, which opens in November, is the highest grossing film of 2000.

**Meet the Parents**, starring Robert De Niro and Ben Stiller, opens in October. The movie wins **Favorite Comedy Motion Picture at the People's Choice Awards**, and De Niro earns a Golden Globe nomination.

**In July, CBS launches** "Big Brother," a reality-based show in which 10 people share living quarters for three months until all but one are voted out. Viewers can monitor contestants 24/7 on the show's Web site.

**UPN's weekly series** "WWF Smackdown!" starring professional wrestler The Rock is the network's most-watched show in 2000, with 7.3 million viewers.

**In December, Cast Away is released,** starring Tom Hanks as a crash victim stranded on a desert island for four years. For his nearly one-man performance Hanks wins Best Actor at the Golden Globes.

**FLASH**

*The first big hit in 2001 is Save the Last Dance*, which opens in January. The teen romance, starring Julia Stiles and Sean Patrick Thomas, earns close to $50 million in its first two weeks.

*Pay It Forward*, a movie based on the idea of performing random acts of kindness, opens in October starring Haley Joel Osment, Kevin Spacey and Helen Hunt.

**Gamers camp outside electronics stores to secure the long-awaited Sony PlayStation 2,** which goes on sale in October in limited quantities. The new version allows users to listen to CDs and watch DVD movies in addition to playing games.
Popular television series prompt the introduction of board game versions. “Survivor” and “Who Wants To Be a Millionaire” lead the list of new releases.

In November, illusionist David Blaine is encased in ice for 62 hours in New York’s Times Square, assisted only with air and water tubes and a catheter. Blaine, who was seeking notoriety over national TV, survives the stunt but requires hospitalization.

Russell Crowe becomes a household name with the release of Gladiator. The epic film wins a Golden Globe Award for Best Drama as well as an acting nod for Crowe.

NBC’s “Will & Grace” is one of television’s 10 most watched shows in 2000. Actors Sean Hayes and Megan Mullally win Emmys for their roles as Jack and Karen.

Scary Movie, the Wayans brothers’ spoof on horror movies, is among the year’s 10 highest grossing films. The July release earns more than $157 million and is voted the Teen Choice Awards Movie of the Summer.

Fox’s “Dark Angel” is voted Favorite New Television Dramatic Series at the 2001 People’s Choice Awards. The series, set in the year 2019, explores the life of a genetically enhanced heroine named Max.

In July, Wolverine, Cyclops, Storm and other super-powerful comic book characters are brought to life in X-Men. The movie grosses over $157 million, one of the year’s 10 biggest box-office draws.

Charlie's Angels, based on the popular '70s TV series, is one of the top 20 box-office draws in 2000. The movie, starring director Drew Barrymore, Cameron Diaz and Lucy Liu, earns $40 million its opening week in November and grosses more than $123 million during its run.

The year’s hottest TV show is CBS’s “Survivor,” in which 16 contestants compete for a million dollars by surviving on a tropical island for 39 days. More than 51 million viewers tune in for the final episode. Based on its success, CBS launches a second “Survivor” series in January 2001 set in the Australian Outback.
**MUSIC**

**NEWS**

A new board game called “Hip-Hop Hall of Fame” capitalizes on the popularity of the music genre. Players make their way around an album-like board by answering questions about Hip-Hop performers, songs, culture and history.

In response to the growing interest in Latin music, CBS airs the “1st Annual Latin Grammy Awards” in September. The show is the first primetime network Spanish language telecast on American TV and draws 7.5 million viewers.

Hip-Hop remains one of the year’s dominant sounds, with acts such as UXX, Jay-Z and Ludacris all making Billboard’s Top 40 with new songs and selling more than a million copies of their latest CDs.

**FLASH**

*’N Sync’s No Strings Attached becomes the top-selling album of 2000 with 10 million units sold. The lead single “Bye Bye Bye” wins three MTV awards and receives a Grammy nomination for Record of the Year.*

*Pop star Björk wins MTV’s Breakthrough Video Award for “All Is Full of Love.” The Icelandic newcomer is also nominated for a Golden Globe and a Grammy for her music in Dancer In the Dark.*

*Macy Gray wins MTV’s Best New Artist in a Video award for her hit single “I Try.” Gray is also nominated for three Grammys.*

*Lee Ann Womack wins the Country Music Association’s award for Best Single with “I Hope You Dance.” Womack also receives several Grammy nominations.*

Madonna scores a record-setting 12th No. 1 single with the release of “Music.” In December, she weds director Guy Ritchie in a Scottish castle.


New brands and styles of portable MP3 players inundate the market in 2000. The new-generation devices store and play digital music from the Internet and feature more playing time than their predecessors.

*Creed, with lead singer Scott Stapp, proves to be one of 2000’s hottest rock bands, with their singles “Higher” and “With Arms Wide Open” hitting the top 5 on Billboard’s Hot 100 singles list. The group wins American Music Association’s Favorite Alternative Artist and Favorite Pop/Rock Album.*
**Flash**

The Beatles begin 2001 atop the Billboard album chart with the album *1*. The CD sells more than 5 million copies over the holiday season.

Sisqo, a member of the R&B band Dru Hill, goes solo in 2000. The singer tops the singles chart with "Incomplete" and "Thong Song" and takes home awards from Billboard and the American Music Association.

**Napster loses several court battles with the recording industry over copyright infringement. The popular online music sharing service, with over 60 million users, faces shut-down unless it can create a new business formula that satisfies the major recording labels.**

**MTV’s "Total Request Live," which allows viewers to vote for their favorite music videos, continues to gain popularity. Host Carson Daly becomes one of the year’s best-known faces.**

**Destiny's Child achieves three back-to-back No. 1 singles in 2000, making the band Billboard’s Top Pop Artist of 2000. The group is nominated for five Grammys, four for the single "Say My Name."**

**Faith Hill and Tim McGraw perform to sellout crowds on their Soul 2 Soul tour. Hill and McGraw win the Country Music Association’s Female and Male Vocalist of the Year, making them the first couple to win in the same year.**

**Pink is one of the year’s top new artists. Her debut album, *Can’t Take Me Home*, sells 2 million copies, and two of her songs are Top 10 hits.**

**Rock music dominates the music charts and award shows in 2000. Groups including Matchbox Twenty, Vertical Horizon and 3 Doors Down top both the rock and pop singles charts with their respective singles “Bent,” “Everything You Want,” and "Kryptonite."**

**Baha Men’s hit song “Who Let the Dogs Out” reaches anthem status at sports stadiums across the country. The song also wins a Grammy nomination for Best Dance Recording.**
The New York Yankees defeat the New York Mets four games to one in the first “Subway Series” since 1956. It is the Yankees’ third straight World Series win and their 26th overall.

American Marion Jones, 24, becomes the first woman to win five track and field medals in a single Olympic Games at the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Jones wins the 100- and 200-meter sprints and the 4x400 relay, and finishes third in both the 4x100 relay and long jump.

Tiger Woods, 24, wins three of golf’s four major tournaments to become the youngest player to win a career grand slam. Woods also breaks the earnings record for a single year with winnings of more than $9 million.

Bobby Labonte wins the 2000 NASCAR Winston Cup, his first after eight years on the circuit. Labonte and his brother Terry, winner of two previous Winston Cups, are the first brothers to win titles.

The Houston Comets beat the New York Liberty to win the 2000 WNBA championship. The win is Houston’s fourth in a row, and star Cynthia Cooper is named the finals MVP.

In the 2001 Orange Bowl, the underdog Oklahoma Sooners defeat the Florida State Seminoles 13-2 to win the National Championship. It is Oklahoma’s first title in 15 years.

Australian Karrie Webb is named the LPGA’s Player of the Year for the second time in a row. Webb wins seven titles in 2000, including the U.S. Women’s Open in July, and sets an earnings record of $1.8 million.

Venus Williams dominates women’s tennis. The 20-year-old has a 35-match winning streak, which includes the titles at Wimbledon and the U.S. Open as well as an Olympic gold medal.

With a win against the University of Dayton in September, Yale becomes the first college team to win 800 football games.

In January 2001, after a three-year hiatus, legendary Mario Lemieux returns to play for the Pittsburgh Penguins, the hockey team he now part-owns. Lemieux becomes the first owner/player in the history of the NHL.

Cyclist Lance Armstrong wins his second consecutive Tour de France in July. Armstrong, a cancer survivor, also writes his autobiography It’s Not About the Bike: My Journey Back to Life.
The Los Angeles Lakers win the NBA championship, the franchise's first in 12 years. The Lakers beat the Indiana Pacers in game six of the finals. Center Shaquille O'Neal is named MVP.

In June, the New Jersey Devils win their second Stanley Cup in six seasons by defeating defending champion Dallas Stars four games to two in the finals. Scott Stevens wins the Conn Smythe Trophy for postseason MVP.

Laura Wilkinson overcomes three broken toes to win the women's 10-meter platform diving competition. Wilkinson is the first American woman to earn the gold in this Olympic event since 1964.

In a huge upset, American Greco-Roman wrestler Rulon Gardner defeats Russian legend Alexander Karelin for the gold in the super heavyweight class. The loss is Karelin's first in 13 years.

American swimmer Misty Hyman beats out heavily favored Susie O'Neill of Australia to win the 200-meter butterfly. Hyman's winning time of 2:05.88 is an Olympic record.

American runner Michael Johnson makes history by winning the 400-meter run for an unprecedented second time in a row at the Olympics. Alvin Harrison, also from the United States, wins the silver medal.

The Baltimore Ravens beat the New York Giants 34-7 in Super Bowl XXXV for their first NFL title. Ray Lewis of Baltimore's highly touted defense is named MVP of the game.

Cathy Freeman carries the Olympic torch at the opening ceremonies of the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Freeman goes on to win the 400-meter dash, becoming the first Aboriginal Australian to earn an individual Olympic gold medal.
Comedian Dennis Miller debuts as co-announcer on ABC’s “Monday Night Football.” Miller’s offbeat humor gets a mixed reaction from fans, and the series earns some of the lowest ratings in its 31-year history.

To observe society and learn about himself, New Jersey native Brett Barrie, 18, takes a one-year vow of silence. He communicates by e-mail, facial expressions and business cards.

Runner Maria Runyan, who is legally blind, becomes the first U.S. Paralympian to compete in the Olympics. Runyan places 8th in the 1,500-meter run at the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney, Australia.

England celebrates the 100th birthday of the Queen Mum, mother of Queen Elizabeth, in August. The beloved Mum becomes the oldest living royal in the history of the British Monarchy.

In honor of the late cartoonist Charles M. Schulz, 101 fiberglass Snoopy statues — each in a theme wardrobe — are displayed in Schulz’s hometown of St. Paul. Several are auctioned off in October to raise money for aspiring cartoonists.

FLASH

Video gamer Josh Griffith, 17, starts a business filling in for other gamers involved in an online roleplaying game called “Asheron’s Call.” Players are required to put in hours of game time to keep their online characters powerful. Busy executives pay Griffith up to $40 an hour to play for them.

After a record 3,545 wins and $81 million in earnings during her 19-year career, jockey Julie Krone becomes the first woman inducted into the National Racing Hall of Fame.

Controversial Indiana University basketball coach Bob Knight is fired in September after allegedly violating a University-imposed code of conduct. During his 29 years at Indiana, Knight was often criticized for temper outbursts. His dismissal provokes student protest demonstrations.
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PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

Write Now!™
Capture it now, before you forget it.

SCHOOL

SPARE TIME
Favorite subject ____________________________
Best subject ______________________________
Favorite teacher ____________________________
Most rewarding assignment ____________________
Best school lunch ____________________________
Highlight of my day __________________________
Proudest moment _____________________________
Most memorable day __________________________

Least favorite subject _________________________
Worst subject ________________________________
Least rewarding assignment ____________________
Worst lunch _________________________________
Low point of my day __________________________
Most embarrassing moment _____________________
Day I'd like to forget _________________________
Dumbest thing I did __________________________

**FAVORITE TEACHER**

**DID YOU KNOW >>**
Math scores on SAT tests taken by U.S. high school seniors were the highest in 30 years in 2000. Better math and science preparation is credited for the rise.

**in the hallway**

**TOP 5 TRENDS IN MY SCHOOL**
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

**TOP 5 TRENDS >>**
1. Fold-up Scooters
2. Gel Products
3. '70s Decor
4. Instant Messaging Devices
5. Recordable CDs

**HALLWAY HANGOUTS**

An estimated 5 to 6 million fold-up scooters are sold in 2000.

**FUNNIEST PRACTICAL JOKE**

**TRENDY SAYINGS**

**FOR THE RECORD >>**

CLASS | GRADE | TEACHER | FRIENDS IN CLASS
--- | --- | --- | ---

**AVERAGE GPA**
Golfing phenom Tiger Woods breaks multiple tournament and earnings records in 2000.

Classmate most likely to...

- Be president
- Be on the big screen
- Study medicine
- Practice law
- Write a book
- Be a teacher
- Make Billboard Top 40
- Get married first
- Appear on Jerry Springer
- Retire early
- Be the next Bill Gates
- Marry Freddie Prinze Jr.
- Marry Sarah Michelle Gellar
- Be the next Tiger Woods
- Rival Eminem
- Be the next Tony Hawk
- Beat Jeff Gordon
- Be the next Tom Green
- Replace Carson Daly
- Be the next Oprah Winfrey

DID YOU KNOW >>>

Couples who attend prom spend an average of $800 on a limo, tux, flowers, dinner, hair styling, manicure, dress, accessories and shoes.

School Events I Attended:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Check the activities you’ve participated in this year:
- Book club
- Cheerleading
- Chess club
- Debate
- Music (specify)
- Sports (specify)
- Extreme sports (specify)
- Theater
- Student government
- Yearbook staff
- Newspaper staff
- Others:
  -
  -
  -

Favorite extracurricular activity:

What it is

Why I like it

Coach or mentor

Hours per week

Proudest moment

Favorite memory
ENTERTAINMENT

TOP TEEN MAGAZINES

Check your favorites:
- Sports Illustrated
- TV Guide
- ESPN
- People
- Game Pro
- Seventeen
- Teen
- YM
- Teen People
- TV Guide

In its seventh season, NBC's "Friends" is television's highest rated comedy.

DID YOU KNOW

Teens spend an average of 11 hours per week watching TV compared with 20 hours listening to music, six hours going to or renting movies and six hours surfing the Internet.

BEST TV SHOWS

- Guys:
  1. "The Simpsons," Fox
  2. "Friends," NBC
  3. "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire," ABC
  4. "WWF Raw," UPN
  5. "WWF Smackdown," UPN

- Girls:
  1. "Friends," NBC
  2. "Dawson's Creek," WB
  3. "The Simpsons," Fox
  4. "7th Heaven," WB
  5. "MTV Total Request Live," MTV

BEST WEB SITES

- Favorite Web site
- Preferred shopping site
- Best homework site
- Best music site
- Most frequented chat room
- Coolest graphics
- Greatest game site
- Preferred search engine
- Site with the best news
- Best site for e-cards
TOP 10 HITS OF THE YEAR >>>
1. "Breathe," Faith Hill
2. "Smooth," Santana featuring Rob Thomas
3. "Maria, Maria," Santana featuring The Product G&B
4. "I Wanna Know," Joe
5. "Everything You Want," Vertical Horizon
6. "Say My Name," Destiny's Child
9. "Bent," matchbox twenty
10. "He Wasn't Man Enough," Toni Braxton

DID YOU KNOW >>>
An all-time high of 75% of people ages 12 to 24 volunteer time for service work.

MUSIC

WORK

INTERESTS

I spend most of my spare time
I collect
I read
Favorite spectator sport
Favorite sport to play
Coolest place to shop

Where I work
I'm responsible for
I have to wear
What I like most about my job
What I like least
Hours per week
Why I work there
Favorite person to work with
Family Memories

- Funniest thing that happened
- Where we vacationed
- Place we like to eat
- Best home-cooked meal
- Most memorable gift given
- Favorite family activity
- Holiday I'll remember most
- Favorite family tradition
- Best thing we did

TOP 10 FAMILY VACATION SPOTS

1. Yosemite National Park, CA
2. Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista, FL
3. SeaWorld in Orlando, FL
4. Washington, D.C.
5. Yellowstone National Park, WY
6. SeaWorld in San Diego, CA
7. Pacific Science Center, Seattle, WA
8. Glacier National Park, MT
9. The Children's Museum of Indianapolis, IN
10. Disneyland, Anaheim, CA

DID YOU KNOW

In 2000, an estimated 4 million campers hit Yosemite National Park's 1,479 campground sites.

Family Pets

1. Type
2. Type
3. Type
4. Type
5. Type

Family Member I Take After Most

Who

What we have in common

What makes us different

Romantic Relationships

MY FAVORITE PLACES TO GO ON A DATE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

It was love at first sight with

Person I can see myself with forever

Most romantic date

Person I want to date

Fantasy date details

Brad Pitt vows to "split the difference on the thermostat" with Jennifer Aniston while she promises to always make his "favorite banana milkshake" at their wedding ceremony in July.

Best place for a date

Worst place for date

Best matchmaker

Worst pick-up line
What means the most to me right now

What I believe in

How I want to be remembered

How I express my beliefs

MY TOP 5 ACCOMPLISHMENTS THIS YEAR

1
2
3
4
5

DID YOU KNOW

Among the hottest forecasted jobs are a high-tech clothing designer, robotics engineer, plant geneticist, virtual reality architect and Web doctor.

In the Year 2006, I'll...

Have completed my
Be working as a
Be living in
Have traveled to
Be driving a
Have accomplished
Other details I envision

By 2011, I'll...

Have completed my
Be working as a
Be living in
Have traveled to
Be driving a
Have accomplished
Other details I envision

What do you think? Please give us your feedback on Write Now! @ www.jostens.com/yearbook
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